
Network Map Redesign Considerations
Network Map redesign research details.

Bugs studied:

https://bugzilla.olympus.f5net.com/show_bug.cgi?id=548003 21 GUI Network Map page will cause Tomcat to run out of memory
https://bugzilla.olympus.f5net.com/show_bug.cgi?id=475897 23 RFE: Option to select default network map, summary or map
https://bugzilla.olympus.f5net.com/show_bug.cgi?id=438490 25 TMUI -- Provide ability to export Network Map as CSV file
https://bugzilla.olympus.f5net.com/show_bug.cgi?id=569520 25 RFE: Distinguish FQDN nodes from standard nodes in network map
https://bugzilla.olympus.f5net.com/show_bug.cgi?id=345088 25 GUI: Network map functionality for GTM

Planned RQs studied:

http://fpweb.olympus.f5net.com/fptopic.asp?REQ=RQ-LTM-0000962 4 The Network Map should "refresh" automatically
http://fpweb.olympus.f5net.com/fptopic.asp?REQ=RQ-LTM-0000963 6 Provide the ability to take nodes in/out of service from the Network 
Map                                                

Old Network Map pdr studied

https://docs.f5net.com/display/PDTMOSTWIKI/NMPRD

Old Network map fs studied

https://docs.f5net.com/display/PDTMOSTWIKI/NMFS

After carefully studying the above documents and the current architecture, we came up with the following weaknesses (with 3000 virtual servers) and 
solutions to improve the performance and interaction regarding the network map:

1) Initial slowness due to the sheer amount of tables involved and all the data we have to collect on the 
backend

Two solutions where considered: caching and divide and conquer.

Caching was based on the idea of adding a network map cache, returning always the latest cache immediately and refreshing it at regular intervals or 
when we detect a change on the objects displayed. However, this idea was discarded because our infrastructure doesn't currently include any reliable 
cache system and because this will require more memory on the server, which we are trying to avoid. Additionally, we cannot easily listen for objects 
modifications and refresh the cache when that happens.

Therefore we opted for the divide and conquer strategy: Instead of executing a single query with several let joins and a union, we will retrieve the different 
objects using several simple queries and joining the information on the client. Additionally, this approach enables us to display information gradually, 
instead of waiting for the whole network map to return. Please note that this solution will not necessarily make the page to completely load faster (we will 
still have to retrieve thousands of objects), but we should be able to give that impression by loading information progressively.

2) Sending three or four network map requests at the same time makes Java run out of memory and 
the system is restarted

Since the endpoints needed for the divide and conquer strategy don't have the same memory limitations as Java does, we should be able to avoid system 
restarts. However, we must be careful when implementing the pool members stats endpoint in Java. To avoid system restarts, we will paginate it, retrieving 
only 1000 items at a time.

3) Additional slowness every time you search or limit the results by status or type               

Since loading the network map won't necessarily be much faster, we must limit the amount of times the network map is retrieved. To this effect, every 
operation that can be accomplished on the client will be performed on the client. Searching and filtering are clear examples of the former idea. Performing 
these operations on the client will save us computational power and will save our clients time.

Additional solutions like client side caching may be considered in the future.

4) We still haven't implemented RQ-LTM-0000962, The Network Map should "refresh" automatically

After the divide and conquer strategy, we should have a reliable way of retrieving the network map repeatedly without causing the system to restart. At this 
point, we will be able to automatically refresh the network map on the background, giving our clients the possibility of using the network map page as a 
way of monitoring the system status.

5) We still haven't implemented RQ-LTM-0000963, Provide the ability to take nodes in/out of service 
from the Network Map

Currently, the network map is a one way tool. However, we could study the possibility of making different items actionable. But we didn't study this item in 
depth since we are leaving it for future versions.

https://bugzilla.olympus.f5net.com/show_bug.cgi?id=548003
https://bugzilla.olympus.f5net.com/show_bug.cgi?id=475897
https://bugzilla.olympus.f5net.com/show_bug.cgi?id=438490
https://bugzilla.olympus.f5net.com/show_bug.cgi?id=569520
https://bugzilla.olympus.f5net.com/show_bug.cgi?id=345088
http://fpweb.olympus.f5net.com/fptopic.asp?REQ=RQ-LTM-0000962
http://fpweb.olympus.f5net.com/fptopic.asp?REQ=RQ-LTM-0000963
https://docs.f5net.com/display/PDTMOSTWIKI/NMPRD
https://docs.f5net.com/display/PDTMOSTWIKI/NMFS
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6) On the PDR, the first requirement is: Customers want to see, at a glance, what's RED in the whole 
system

This being the main requirement on the older pdr, we will make sure that the network map can be used as a way of seeing only items that are down in your 
system by filtering it as described on the third item above.

7) On the PDR, the ninth requirement is: Customers often want to see how many pools a node is in, or 
what virtual servers use a given pool

Currently, the network map offers a tree structure, having the virtual server at the root and the other dependent items on the branches. Customer may find 
it useful to see other relations between the different object. But we didn't study this item in depth since we are leaving it for future versions. Furthermore, 
this can require a full UI redesign since it can potentially add multiple dimensions we aren't currently considering.

8) On the FS, the sixth specifications is: Leaving a cookie on the user's machine to retrieve the last 
thing they searched/filtered on

In order to streamline the network map experience, we could store the last search/filter the user did and pre-poluate the different fields when the user 
returns. Additionally, we shall include a clear button that will "forget" what you searched/filtered. This will be done by means of a local cookie or client 
cache, therefore avoiding having to modify our database and making sure this information, which is by no means relevant to the whole system, doesn't 
leave our client machine.

NM Data Visualization Road Map

Requirements gathering
Out of ihealth, get means and medians for number of virtual servers, pools, pool members, 
nodes, and irules.  

  Virtual Servers Pools Nodes iRules

Average 143.4403 135.1187 148.6869 30.7218

Median 26 25 29 16

However, given the real state limitations of the hypertree, we may want to target only clients 
with less than 10 reports.

  Virtual Servers Pools Nodes iRules

Average 75.7666 67.0232 78.2202 27.1057

Additionally, we calculated the following data from customers with 4 or less boxes with LTM 
provisioned. 

  Virtual Servers Pools Pool members Pool members per pool

Min 0 1 1 1

Max 15656 8498 45163 576

Median 55 48 104 2

Mean 152.1 138.5 349 2.545

Mode 6 (freq=363) 4 (freq=400) 8 (freq=256) 2 (freq=1294304)

Std dev 385.109 336.699 1269.91 4.29363

Along the same lines, here are the stats for customers with 4 or less boxes with only LTM 
provisioned.

  Virtual Servers Pools Pool members Pool members per pool

Min 0 1 1 1

Max 15656 8498 28090 576

Median 47 42 96 2

Mean 161.1 148.8 382.5 2.619

Mode 5 (freq=179) 4 (freq=253) 8 (freq=184) 2 (freq=568281)

Std dev 480.898 403.714 1131.45 4.78886
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Data for qkviews with 5 virtual servers:

  Virtual Servers Pools Pool members Pool members per pool

Min 5 1 2 1

Max 5 75 124 24

Median 5 5 10 2

Mean 5 7.726 16.73 2.445

Mode 5 (freq=234) 5 (freq=47) 8 (freq=36) 1 (freq=950)

Std dev 0 11.8971 17.7915 2.29236

Data for qkviews with 5 virtual servers and 5 pools:

  Virtual Servers Pools Pool members Pool members per pool

Min 5 5 5 1

Max 5 5 100 20

Median 5 5 10 2

Mean 5 5 13.89 2.785

Mode 5 (freq=47) 5 (freq=47) 10 (freq=30) 2 (freq=243)

Std dev 0 0 15.257 3.35532

Data for qkviews with 5 virtual servers and 5 pools, using = instead of LIKE and excluding 
Server Central Network:

  Virtual Servers Pools Pool members Pool members per pool

Min 5 5 5 1

Max 5 5 40 17

Median 5 5 10 2

Mean 5 5 10.14 2.032

Mode 5 (freq=105) 5 (freq=105) 10 (freq=30) 2 (freq=254)

Std dev 0 0 5.97683 1.52238

Virtual Server statistics from qkviews with unique serial and only LTM enabled from cleared 
customers with up to 10 BIG-IPs and only LTM provisioned

  Virtual Servers Pools Pool members Pool members per pool

Min 0 1 1 1

Max 4481 11743 26334 1015

Median 38 34 82 2

Mean 103.3 99.03 262 2.679

Mode 2 (freq=157) 2 (freq=179) 4 (freq=101) 2 (freq=264078)

Std dev 220.667 331.945 867.48 6.04441

Pools statistics from qkviews with unique serial and only LTM enabled from cleared 
customers with up to 10 BIG-IPs,only LTM provisioned, and 2 Virtual Servers

  Virtual Servers Pools Pool members Pool members per pool

Min 2 1 1 1

Max 2 892 1147 112

Median 2 2 4 2

Mean 2 8.503 20.48 2.55

Mode 2 (freq=157) 2 (freq=83) 4 (freq=32) 1 (freq=627)

Std dev 0 70.803 100.321 6.20404

https://docs.f5net.com/download/attachments/317373552/poolMembersHistogramOneRange.png?version=1&modificationDate=1500323851000&api=v2
https://docs.f5net.com/download/attachments/317373552/poolMembersPerPoolHistogramOneRange.png?version=1&modificationDate=1500323864000&api=v2
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Pools Members statistics from qkviews with unique serial and only LTM enabled from 
cleared customers with up to 10 BIG-IPs,only LTM provisioned, 2 Virtual Servers, and 2 
Pools

  Virtual Servers Pools Pool members Pool members per pool

Min 2 2 2 1

Max 2 2 20 14

Median 2 2 4 2

Mean 2 2 6.241 6.241

Mode 2 (freq=83) 2 (freq=83) 4 (freq=29) 2 (freq=87)

Std dev 0 0 4.61686 2.6744

Summary of all statistics for the previous set

  Virtual Servers Pools Pool members Pool members per pool

Min 0 1 2 1

Max 4481 892 20 14

Median 38 2 4 2

Mean 103.3 8.503 6.241 6.241

Mode 2 (freq=157) 2 (freq=83) 4 (freq=29)  2 (freq=87)

Std dev 220.667 70.803 4.61686 2.6744

Summary of all statistics for the previous set except studying only customers with 1-4 BIG-
IPs

  Virtual Servers Pools Pool members Pool members per pool

Min  0  1  4  1

Max  3232  26 64  16

Median  33  4 8  2

Mean  91.46  4.622 14.11  3.528

Mode 4 (freq=90) 4 (freq=27) 8 (freq=11) 2 (freq=48)

Std dev  214.522  3.52319  14.9079  3.77972

Summary of all statistics for the previous set except studying only customers with 5-10 BIG-
IPs

  Virtual Servers Pools Pool members Pool members per pool

Min 0 1 2 1

Max 4481 892 18 14

Median 46 2 4 2

Mean 120.2 14.85 7.324 3.662

Mode 2 (freq=73) 2 (freq=37) 4 (freq=13) 2 (freq=39)

Std dev 241.267 103.412 4.81582 2.85353

VE only

  Virtual 
Servers

Pools           Pool members Pool members per 
pool

Min 0 1 5 1

Max 4922 142 22 8

Median 7 5 11 3

Mean 52.01 5.708 11.36 2.278

Mode 5 (freq=247) 5 (freq=153) 11 (freq=130) 3 (freq=452)

Std dev 227.787 9.44814 1.71733 1.05863
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Prioritized visualization requirements

It has a license we can use
It has no dependencies, or its dependencies have a license we can use
The last commit was posted within the last 6 months
Ability to update the visualization in real time
It can display up to 3 levels
It can abstract everything when you are seeing a child node
Nodes can be colored (to potentially convey the status)
Nodes can be tagged
Can have multiple roots (ie: config sync pair)
Minimizes load time 1 and load time 2 in Chrome, Firefox, and IE
Minimizes cpu and memory consumption in Chrome, Firefox, and IE
Maximizes the clickable area
Ease of use
Responsiveness
It is currently being used in BigIP

Make an inventory of the libraries that support the requirements above (test infovis, plotly, mxclient, ...)

Shortlisted visualizations criteria:

Intuitiveness (0-10): we believe most people know how to interact with a simple node-vertex graph, but what about a sunburst, hypertree,...
Interactivity (0-10): what's the clickable pixel count?, can you see all nodes?, do you have to second-guess when clicking nodes because there 
isn't enough spacing?.
Efficiency (0-10): what's the visualization pixel count?, what's the pixel count between nodes?, is it landscape-oriented?, what happens when all 
nodes have the same color?.
Scalability (0-10): do nodes overlap when you have 50/100/200?.

  Visualization pixels Clickable pixels

Static Force-Directed Centralized 5712 4532

Force-Directed Decentralized 1326 1162

Hypertree 7666 1051

Tree 8693 3733

Sunburst 539740 539740

Accumulated scores from Daniel, Lauren and Quang. 

  Intuitiveness Interactivity Efficiency Scalability TOTAL

Static Force-Directed Centralized 26 27 27 24 104

Force-Directed Decentralized 10 14 22 24 70

Hypertree 8 7 22 18 55

Tree 29 25 26 24 104

Sunburst 14 26 28 27 95

Load time 1: Average BigIP: 1 root with 75 children with 1 children each with 1 children each with 1 children each (as in 1 BigIP with 75 virtual servers, with 
pools, with pool members, with nodes)75 75 75 

Load time 2: Big BigIP:  150 children with 1children each with 1 children each1 root with
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display 
the 
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Network 
Map 
initially
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zoom
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object 
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Can directly 
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object 
relationships

User 
friendly

Chrome 
max JS 
Heap 
memory 
usage

Does it 
scale 
visually 
and in 
memory 
usage

Maturity Dependencies Real 
time 
updates

Ease of 
use 
(docs, 
examples, 
APIs)

Responsiveness

Force-Directed-Graph with 
search zooming

basic / extended

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 13.6MB
/285ms

100:

200:

500:

1000:

d3

Stars: 57505

Forks: 15400

LastCommit:
11/22/2016

None No (will 
have to 
manually re-
draw)

Demo

API

Examples

https://docs.f5net.com/download/attachments/312363239/third-party-open-source-software-review-process-rev-c.pptx?version=1&modificationDate=1466618920000&api=v2
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/~qnguyen/d3/forceDirected/basic
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/~qnguyen/d3/forceDirected/extended/
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/~qnguyen/d3/forceDirected/staticMap_shapes.html?vsCount=100
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/~qnguyen/d3/forceDirected/staticMap_shapes.html?vsCount=200
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/~qnguyen/d3/forceDirected/staticMap_shapes.html?vsCount=500
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/~qnguyen/d3/forceDirected/staticMap_shapes.html?vsCount=1000
https://github.com/d3/d3
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/~qnguyen/d3/forceDirected/zoomable.html?vsCount=75&pmCount=2
https://github.com/d3/d3/wiki
https://bl.ocks.org/mbostock/4062045


Force-Directed-Graph

basic / extended

Yes Yes Yes No Yes 13.6MB
/285ms

100:

200:

500:

1000:

d3

Stars: 57505

Forks: 15400

LastCommit:
11/22/2016

None No (will 
have to 
manually re-
draw)

Demo

API

Examples

 

Hypertree

basic / extended

Yes Yes Yes No Yes 9.7MB/1s 100:9.7MB/1s

200:11MB/2s

500:14MB/7s

1000:28.7MB
/17s

InfoVIs

Stars: 1349

Forks: 296

Last commit: 
Sep 28, 2014

MooTools 
Framework (MIT 
license)

No (will 
have to 
manually re-
draw)

Demo

API

Examples

Forum

No (will have to 
manually re-draw 
since the canvas can 
be responsive but the 
labels can't)

Tree

basic /  /  / extended 4 10

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 9.5MB/300ms 100:14.8MB
/400ms

200:12.2MB
/800ms

500:15.7MB
/2s

1000:15.2MB
/4s

d3

Stars: 57505

Forks: 15400

LastCommit:
11/22/2016

None No (will 
have to 
manually re-
draw)

Demo

API

Examples

Zoomable-Sequences-Sunburst

basic / extended

 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 15.6MB
/400ms

  :13.6MB100
/600ms

  :16.6MB200
/700ms

  :25MB/1s500

  :30.4MB1000
/1.4ms

d3

Stars: 57505

Forks: 15400

LastCommit:
11/22/2016

None No (will 
have to 
manually re-
draw)

Demo

API

Examples

Zoomable-sunburst Yes Yes Yes No No 7.5MB/400ms 100:8.3MB
/400ms

200:7.7MB
/500ms

500:13.1MB
/900ms

1000:15.1MB
/1.7s

 

d3

Stars: 57505

Forks: 15400

LastCommit:
11/22/2016

None No (will 
have to 
manually re-
draw)

Demo

API

Examples

Nested-treemap

 

Yes Yes Yes No No 8.8MB/400ms 100:11.1MB
/1.2s 

200:15.9MB
/1.5s

500:19.5MB
/2s

1000:30.6MB
/3s

d3

Stars: 57505

Forks: 15400

LastCommit:
11/22/2016

None No (will 
have to 
manually re-
draw)

Demo

API

Examples

Zoomable-circle-packing Yes Yes Yes No No 8.7MB/500ms 100:8.4MB
/600ms

200:9MB
/700ms

d3

Stars: 57505

Forks: 15400

None No (will 
have to 
manually re-
draw)

Demo

API

Examples

http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/~qnguyen/d3/forceDirected/staticMap_shapes_json.html
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/~qnguyen/d3/forceDirected/decentralized/basic/
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/~qnguyen/d3/forceDirected/decentralized/extended
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/~qnguyen/d3/forceDirected/networkMap.html?centralized=false&vsCount=5&pmCount=3
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/~qnguyen/d3/forceDirected/networkMap.html?centralized=false&pmCount=5&vsCount=100
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/~qnguyen/d3/forceDirected/networkMap.html?centralized=false&pmCount=5&vsCount=200
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/~qnguyen/d3/forceDirected/networkMap.html?centralized=false&pmCount=5&vsCount=500
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/~qnguyen/d3/forceDirected/networkMap.html?centralized=false&pmCount=5&vsCount=1000
https://github.com/d3/d3
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/~qnguyen/d3/forceDirected/zoomable.html?vsCount=75&pmCount=2
https://github.com/d3/d3/wiki
https://bl.ocks.org/mbostock/4062045
https://philogb.github.io/
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/~monedero-tortola/visualizationExamples2/responsive/basic/hypertree/
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/~monedero-tortola/visualizationExamples2/responsive/extended/hypertree/
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/~monedero-tortola/visualizationExamples2/responsive/hypertree/
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/visualizationExamples/100/hypertree/
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/visualizationExamples/200/hypertree/
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/visualizationExamples/500/hypertree/
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/visualizationExamples/1000/hypertree/
https://github.com/philogb/jit
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/visualizationExamples/hypertree/
https://philogb.github.io/jit/static/v20/Docs/files/Core/Core-js.html
https://philogb.github.io/jit/demos.html
https://groups.google.com/forum/#!forum/javascript-information-visualization-toolkit
http://bl.ocks.org/d3noob/8375092
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/~monedero-tortola/visualizationExamples/d3Tree/?basic
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/~monedero-tortola/visualizationExamples/d3Tree/?extended
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/~monedero-tortola/visualizationExamples/d3Tree/?4
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/~monedero-tortola/visualizationExamples/d3Tree/?10
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/~monedero-tortola/visualizationExamples2/responsive/d3Tree/
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/~monedero-tortola/visualizationExamples2/100/d3Tree/
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/~monedero-tortola/visualizationExamples2/200/d3Tree/
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/~monedero-tortola/visualizationExamples2/500/d3Tree/
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/~monedero-tortola/visualizationExamples2/1000/d3Tree/
https://github.com/d3/d3
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/~monedero-tortola/visualizationExamples2/responsive/d3Tree/
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/visualizationExamples/d3ZoomableSunburst/
https://github.com/d3/d3/wiki
https://github.com/d3/d3/wiki/Gallery
https://bl.ocks.org/maybelinot/5552606564ef37b5de7e47ed2b7dc099
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/~monedero-tortola/visualizationExamples2/responsive/basic/d3ZoomableSequencesSunburst/
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/~monedero-tortola/visualizationExamples2/responsive/extended/d3ZoomableSequencesSunburst/
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/~monedero-tortola/visualizationExamples2/responsive/d3ZoomableSequencesSunburst/
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/~monedero-tortola/visualizationExamples2/100/d3ZoomableSequencesSunburst/
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/~monedero-tortola/visualizationExamples2/200/d3ZoomableSequencesSunburst/
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/~monedero-tortola/visualizationExamples2/500/d3ZoomableSequencesSunburst/
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/~monedero-tortola/visualizationExamples2/1000/d3ZoomableSequencesSunburst/
https://github.com/d3/d3
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/~monedero-tortola/visualizationExamples2/responsive/d3ZoomableSequencesSunburst/
https://github.com/d3/d3/wiki
https://github.com/d3/d3/wiki/Gallery
https://bl.ocks.org/mbostock/4348373
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/~monedero-tortola/visualizationExamples2/responsive/d3ZoomableSunburst/
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/visualizationExamples/100/d3ZoomableSunburst/
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/visualizationExamples/200/d3ZoomableSunburst/
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/visualizationExamples/500/d3ZoomableSunburst/
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/visualizationExamples/1000/d3ZoomableSunburst/
https://github.com/d3/d3
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/visualizationExamples/d3ZoomableSunburst/
https://github.com/d3/d3/wiki
https://github.com/d3/d3/wiki/Gallery
https://bl.ocks.org/mbostock/911ad09bdead40ec0061
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/~monedero-tortola/visualizationExamples2/d3ZoomableNestedTreemap/
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/visualizationExamples/100/d3RadialTree/
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/visualizationExamples/200/d3RadialTree/
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/visualizationExamples/500/d3RadialTree/
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/visualizationExamples/1000/d3RadialTree/
https://github.com/d3/d3
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/~monedero-tortola/visualizationExamples2/d3NestedTreemap/
https://github.com/d3/d3/wiki
https://github.com/d3/d3/wiki/Gallery
http://bl.ocks.org/mbostock/7607535
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/visualizationExamples/100/d3ZoomableCirclePacking/
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/visualizationExamples/200/d3ZoomableCirclePacking/
https://github.com/d3/d3
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/visualizationExamples/d3ZoomableCirclePacking/
https://github.com/d3/d3/wiki
https://github.com/d3/d3/wiki/Gallery


500:12.5MB
/1.3s

1000:26.3MB
/1.5s

 

LastCommit:
11/22/2016

VisJS Yes Yes Yes Yes No Does not 
scale

  VisJs

Stars: 4447

Forks: 750

LastCommit:
11/24/2016

  No (will 
have to 
manually re-
draw)

Demo

API

Example

TEST

mxGraph (Hierarchy) Yes No        

 

mxgraph

Stars: 198

Forks: 76

LastCommit:
11/17/2016

None Yes, can 
modify DOM 
object style.

Demo

Documentation

 

TEST

mxGraph (User Object) Yes No           mxgraph

Stars: 198

Forks: 76

LastCommit:
11/17/2016

None Yes, can 
modify DOM 
object style.

Demo

Documentation

TEST

Donut Yes No           d3

Stars: 57505

Forks: 15400

LastCommit:
11/22/2016

None No (will 
have to 
manually re-
draw)

Demo

API

Examples

 

Folding/Monitor/Thread Yes No        

 

mxgraph

Stars: 198

Forks: 76

LastCommit:
11/17/2016

None Yes, can 
modify DOM 
object style.

Demo

Documentation

API

Examples

TEST

Graphviz Yes No           graphviz

Stars: 809

Forks: 220

LastCommit:
12/14/2016

Too many to list (htt
p://www.graphviz.
org
/Download_source.

)php

  Demo  

Zoomable-Icicle Yes Yes Yes No No 9.8MB/800ms 100:9.3MB
/300ms

200:10.1MB
/500ms

500:14.2MB
/900ms

1000:22.6MB
/2s

d3

Stars: 57505

Forks: 15400

LastCommit:
11/22/2016

None No (will 
have to 
manually re-
draw)

Demo

API

Examples

Radial Tree No             d3

Stars: 57505

Forks: 15400

LastCommit:
11/22/2016

D3.chart: MIT
D3.chart.layout.
hierarchy: BSD

No (will 
have to 
manually re-
draw)

Demo

API

Examples

Zoomable Treemap No           d3 None No (will Demo
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https://github.com/almende/vis/
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/visualizationExamples/visJS/visPlayNetwork.html
http://visjs.org/docs/network/
http://visjs.org/index.html#modules
https://www.jgraph.com/index.html
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https://github.com/jgraph/mxgraph
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https://github.com/jgraph/mxgraph
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/visualizationExamples/mxGraph/userobjectPlay.html
https://jgraph.github.io/mxgraph/
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/~qnguyen/d3/donut.html
https://github.com/d3/d3
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/~qnguyen/d3/donut.html
https://github.com/d3/d3/wiki
https://bl.ocks.org/mbostock/3888852
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/visualizationExamples/mxGraph/monitorThreadPlay.html
https://github.com/jgraph/mxgraph
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/visualizationExamples/mxGraph/monitorThreadPlay.html
https://jgraph.github.io/mxgraph/
https://jgraph.github.io/mxgraph/docs/js-api/files/index-txt.html
https://jgraph.github.io/mxgraph/javascript/index.html
http://www.graphviz.org/
https://github.com/ellson/graphviz
http://www.graphviz.org/Download_source.php
http://www.graphviz.org/Download_source.php
http://www.graphviz.org/Download_source.php
http://www.graphviz.org/Download_source.php
http://www.graphviz.org/Download_source.php
https://bl.ocks.org/timelyportfolio/e2e1cad2c8d0aaad98d4b8c516d7d0aa
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/~monedero-tortola/visualizationExamples2/d3ZoomableIcicle/
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/~monedero-tortola/visualizationExamples2/100/d3ZoomableIcicle/
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/~monedero-tortola/visualizationExamples2/200/d3ZoomableIcicle/
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/~monedero-tortola/visualizationExamples2/500/d3ZoomableIcicle/
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/~monedero-tortola/visualizationExamples2/1000/d3ZoomableIcicle/
https://github.com/d3/d3
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/~monedero-tortola/visualizationExamples2/d3ZoomableIcicle/
https://github.com/d3/d3/wiki
https://github.com/d3/d3/wiki/Gallery
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https://github.com/d3/d3
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/visualizationExamples/d3RadialTree/
https://github.com/d3/d3/wiki
https://github.com/d3/d3/wiki/Gallery
https://bost.ocks.org/mike/treemap/
https://github.com/d3/d3
http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/visualizationExamples/d3ZoomableTreemap/


  Stars: 57505

Forks: 15400

LastCommit:
11/22/2016

have to 
manually re-
draw)

API

Examples

Fisheye No             fisheye

Stars: 1642

Forks: 652

Last commit:
9/7/2016

 

Fisheye Distortion   Demo

API

Examples

 

Module Features Matrix

Menu 
Item

LTM LTM + AFM LTM + APM LTM + ASM LTM + AVR

Statistics x x x x x

iApps x x x x  x

DNS x x x x  x

SSL  Orch
estrator

x x  x x x

Local 
Traffic

x x  x x x

Acceleration x x  x x x

Device 
Manageme
nt

x x  x x x

Network x x  x x x

System x x  x x x

           

Link 
Controller

         

Wizards     Wizards    

Traffic 
Intelligence

  Traffic Intelligence Traffic Intelligence    

Access     Access    

Policy 
Enforceme
nt

         

Subscriber
Manageme
nt

  Subscriber Management      

Carrier 
Grade 
NAT

         

vCMP          

Security   Security   Security 

     > Application Security

     > Security Updates

 

 

http://uxweb.pdsea.f5net.com/visualizationExamples/d3ZoomableTreemap/
https://github.com/d3/d3/wiki
https://github.com/d3/d3/wiki/Gallery
https://bost.ocks.org/mike/fisheye/
https://github.com/d3/d3-plugins/tree/master/fisheye
http://flare.prefuse.org/api/flare/vis/operator/distortion/FisheyeDistortion.html
http://bl.ocks.org/mbostock/2962761


 

Metamap JSON structures by module

Application Acceleration Manager (AAM) 4.1670%, provisioned in 

Adding new functionality to AAM is not recommended since it's approaching EOL.

Advanced Firewall (AFM) 3.7450%, provisioned in 

AFM hierarchical elements don't contain any status

Access Policy (APM), provisioned in 13.5101%



Application Security (ASM), provisioned in 17.0481%

One of the few hierarchies I was able to find within ASM is the fact that DOS Profiles have an Address List, or that Security Policies can have a Virtual 
Server. However. after reading some documentation and exploring the module, ASM feels more like a collection of unrelated features than a set of objects 
hierarchically structured.

Application Visibility and Reporting (AVR) 21.0491%, provisioned in 

This module adds an analytic layer to existing objects, so it doesn't generate any hierarchical structure per se, but it rather complements the existing ones. 
Specifically, we could enrich the information we provide regarding Virtual Servers and Pools.

Carrier Grade NAT (CGNAT), no provisioning data

The only elements with status are virtual servers

DDOS Protection (DOS), no provisioning data

DOS complements existing elements such as profiles.

External Monitors (EAV) 2.1544%, provisioned in 

EAV extends existing monitor functionality.

Fraud Protection Service (FPS), no provisioning data

FPS complements ASM with antifraud profiles, which properties aren't interrelated, ie: url lists, malware list, rules, etc.

Global Traffic (DNS), provisioned in 11.6050%



iRules Language Extensions (iRulesLX), no provisioning data



iRules per se don't have a hierarchical structure.

Link Controller (LC), provisioned in 1.0033%

Local Traffic (LTM), provisioned in 83.0694%

Policy Enforcement (PEM) 0.1967%, provisioned in 

PEM elements do not have a status.

 

Secure Web Gateway (SWG), no provisioning data

SWG basically complements AAM and APM, providing only simple hierarchies, ie: Applications and Applicaiton Filters.

Traffic Accelerator Module (TAM), no provisioning data

TAM complements existing elements such as virtual servers.

URLDB Minimal (URLDB), no provisioning data

URLDB basically complements APM.



Virtual CMP (vCMP), provisioned in 3.8109%

Design principles

 

Different link colors can improve the visual appearance and make the visualization easier to follow even if they don't convey status.
Different node shapes and colors can be used to convey status.
Links can have properties attached to them.
Unaligned nodes can use space more efficiently.
Links can be styled differently if they denote secondary relations.
Links that represent traffic can be styled with a moving animation if traffic is flowing, the animation can be stopped if there is no traffic flow.
Landscape visualizations adapt better to desktop screen resolutions.
A text input that acts as an intelligent filter is a good alternative to displaying hundreds of labels.
Visualizations can dynamically adapt depending on the number of objects (ie: object sizse, distances, borders, etc can change).
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